College World

Bovine romps in coed dormitory;
 freshmen and grads most neurotic

At 6:07 on a stormy Saturday, more than 1,000 students were awakened by fuzzy noises in the hallway. On the eighth floor sliding on a newly-polished floor, was Sharon, a 700-pound cow. Now the cow got up to the eighth floor of a dorm has not yet been explained. However, university faculty would like to find the priestsm, not being housebroken, Sharon left quite a mess for them.

According to the Mental Hygiene Division of the M.I.T., freshmen and graduate students seek the most psychiatric help. Officials explain the phenomenon this way: "Graduate students are older and feel themselves in a more complex situation than their previous one. Freshmen must adjust to a new situation—a large campus with a large population."

Perhaps you heard of the wild price reductions on government surplus Harley Davidsons. Do you believe $29? Well about 100 Harvard freshmen signed up to buy the monsters at that ridiculously low price, until the University administration voided the deal, involving a rule which prohibits students from conducting business in the dormitories. As upperclassmen were going to provide the cycles, at $15 each, not intending to make a profit, when the dean stepped in: About 100 Harvard freshmen will still be going on it for a while.

Sweatshirt ban

Officials at Manhattan College moved swiftly to ban the sale of "SB" sweatshirts to freshmen after "discovering that 'SB' in the slang expression for 'a common sexual practice.' Newspaper editors were alarmed by the move and administrative officials who provided the information disagree with the situation. Brother Barbara Edward rendered the following explanation: "At Manhattan College there only appears on sweatshirts marked 1967 and 1968 due to an apostrophe before the '67, but may not specify Manhattan, and if so, 'SB' may be worn on campus."